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Reviewer’s report:

Major compulsory Revisions:
- Which is the main cause of the abductor's disfunctions in those patients? Only the ankylosis?? How do you mesure this?
- Which antiinflamatory do you use in order to prevent the heterotopics calcification??
- Why do you choose uncemented prosthesis? I mean, in your opinion why do you reject the cemented one's?
- In your opinion which is the reason that makes this bads results more than 10 years after the surgery??

Minor essential revisions:
- One or two drains after the hip surgery? why? How many time do you use it?
- Do you think this point affect the rehab??

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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